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QUHA ZONO - GYROSCOPIC WIRELESS MOUSE
Quha Zono is the original gyroscopic mouse designed
for special needs.
Quha Zono makes it possible to use a computer when
you cannot use an ordinary mouse with your hands. It
translates natural head movements into mouse pointer
movements – the mouse pointer follows your head
movements.
It is an extremely light device, and since it is completely
wireless there are endless ways to wear it.

WITH QUHA ZONO YOU CAN DO EVERYTHING
YOU CAN DO WITH THE MOST ACCURATE
DESKTOP MICE.
IS QUHA ZONO FOR
ME?

HOW DO I START
USING QUHA ZONO?

It provides accurate and
intuitive computer access
with just small head
movements!

There is absolutely zero
setup time: open the box,
plug it in and turn it on.
Instant access to your
device!

CAN I USE QUHA
ZONO WITH MY
DEVICES?
It is compatible with all
available computers and
almost all tablets and
smartphones! *)

“

*) Apple iOS devices
(iPhone & iPad) do not
support mice as input
devices.

I have been waiting for this mouse for 10 years.
Paula, Zono user from Finland

HEADBAND

EYEWEAR KIT

Headband is an easy way to wear Quha Zono. It is light
and fits comfortably for hours. Headband is adjustable to
make it suitable for most users.

Eyewear kit is a
spectacle type way to
wear Quha Zono. It
includes a light and firm
eyeglass frame and the
Light Eyeglass Clip.

Headband is an ideal
alternative when using Zono
while resting the head on a
pillow or a headrest.
Quha Zono is easily
attached directly to the
Headband, making it very
light to wear. The Quha
Zono mouse can be
charged while attached to
the Headband.

HEAD MOUNT KIT
Head Mount Kit is a smart way to wear Quha Zono. It fits
comfortably on most users’ heads and can be worn for
hours. Putting on
and removing
Quha Zono is
easy, comfortable
and fast!
Head Mount Kit
includes Light
eyeglass clip and
Neckband.

UNIVERSAL WEAR KIT
Universal Wear Kit
enables Quha Zono
usage by hand or by
foot. It includes a
Velcro band and a soft
holder for Quha Zono.

LIGHT EYECLASS CLIP
Light Eyeglass clip is an
ultra light clip to attach
Quha Zono safely to
your own eyeglasses.

BASEBALL CAP
Quha Baseball cap
includes a classic cap
and a white soft holder
for Quha Zono.

QUHA NEMO - SELF OPERATED HEADBAND WITH CHARGING DOCK
Quha Nemo is a modified version of the Headband. It
includes a charging dock with a possibility to pick it up
independently without any assistance.
Nemo is designed so that the user can pick up the
Headband with their head and start using it immediately.
There is no need for assistance, and after using it, the
user can return it to the charging dock where it will
automatically start charging.
There are two variants of the Nemo, one with a Sento
puff switch and one without. Quha Nemo comes with a
Zono mouse, Nemo Headband with or without Sento
and the charging dock and charger.

INDEPENDENT WAY TO WEAR AND USE THE
ZONO MOUSE.
HOW DO I INSTALL THE
Nemo is for those who wish NEMO?
WHO IS IT FOR?

to use the Zono mouse
independently without any
assistance.

Installation is very easy. All
you need is a mount with a
camera thread. Attach the
Nemo to it, plug in the
charger and you're good to
go.

WHAT DOES IT ENABLE?
You can take full control of
your computer usage. No
assistance required, easy
charging and the ability to
make mouse clicks. *)

*) There are two variants of
Nemo. One with Sento puff
switch and one without.

Quha Nemo makes it possible to use Quha Zono independently.

QUHA SENTO - CONTACTLESS PUFF SWITCH
Quha Sento is the world’s first contactless puff switch. It is
used to perform a short mouse click or dragging together
with the Quha Zono gyroscopic mouse.
Mouse clicks are made easily and hygienically with a small
puff to the microphone type of mouthpiece.

WITH QUHA SENTO YOU CAN PERFORM
MOUSE CLICKS EASILY, HYGIENICALLY AND
WITHOUTH HANDS.

QUHA ZONO
QUHA SENTO MP - MULTIPURPOSE CONTACTLESS PUFF SWITCH
Quha Sento MP is a generic multipurpose contactless
puff switch. Quha Sento MP enables users to control any
assistive technology system in the world. For example
environmental control, eye tracking, nurse calls and other
systems can easily be controlled by Quha Sento MP. It
replaces any ability switch with the same standard
connector.
Quha Sento MP includes a flexible sensor arm, a camera
thread, a buzzer and configurable sensitivity.
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QUHA PUFO+ - PUFF SWITCH FOR QUHA ZONO
Quha Pufo+ is a wireless puff switch for Quha Zono gyroscopic mouse,
making it even more versatile as a headmouse.
Quha Pufo+ puff switch is quickly connected to Quha Zono — no additional
power or configurations are needed. The mouthpiece is easily adjustable to
each user and replaceable for hygiene.
A little puff to Pufo’s mouthpiece will generate a left mouse click and two short
puffs a double-click. The dragging can be easily done with a long puff.
Quha Pufo+ comes with an adjustable Headband or Head Mount Kit.

QUHA KAJO BUTTON - ABILITY SWITCH
Quha Kajo Button is a sensitive and durable Assistive Technology switch
designed for everyday use. It can be used in any situation that requires switch
access.
Quha Kajo Button has been designed to endure hard use and no compromises
have been made with the quality of components. It is mountable using the
thread inserts in the bottom.
Quha Kajo Button switches have distinctive auditory and tactile feedback. They
are available in two different sizes - 25 mm (1 inch) and 50 mm (2 inches).

QUHA KAJO SOFT BUTTON - PILLOW SWITCH
Quha Kajo Soft Button is a soft switch with a large soft surface. Because of the soft
foam layer under the cover the Soft Button can be safely pressed with head
movement.
The safety pin in the bottom of the Soft Button ensures that the button stays where
it is supposed to stay during the night. It can be attached to a pillow or other
fabrics. The safety pin is detachable.
The cover of the Soft Button is dirt resistant and skin friendly. The cover can be
washed (up to 60°C/140°F) and replaced. Each Soft Button includes one cover.

QUHA VIDO - EXTERNAL VIRTUAL KEYBOARD AND MOUSE
Quha Vido is an external virtual keyboard and mouse. Quha
Vido allows you to use your computer more efficiently, since it
frees up your screen space as there is no need to display a
virtual keyboard and mouse on your computer screen. Using
Quha Vido makes writing emails, browsing the internet and
working with your computer faster and more efficient.
The easy and fast setup lets you decide where you want to
place the Vido display. You can use Quha Vido together with
any wireless computer mouse provided by other
manufacturers, although using it in conjunction with the Quha
Zono wireless computer mouse gives you the best user
experience. With the help of its adjustable stand, you can place
the Vido display exactly how you want it and adjust the angle
to your liking.

EFFORTLESS DISPLAY FOR UNLIMITED COMPUTER
ACCESS
• Plug-and-play.
• Automatic one-click installation for virtual keyboard and
mouse.
• Place the screen where it best suits you.

MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO USE COMPUTER EVEN FASTER
• Make room for important things on screen by storing
keyboard on an external screen.
• External USB monitor for virtual keyboard and mouse.

• Powered from a USB cable.

“

I love the Quha Vido. I can use my computer much faster now
Vido user from Finland
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